Strategies to Improve Care in the Emergency Department — the De Facto Multispecialty Clinic of the 21st Century
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What is the message?

Emergency departments no longer just simply sew up wounds or triage patients for more acute care. Screening, diagnostic, and therapeutic services occur in and around the ED, resulting in faster care and major improvements in patient outcomes. Yet, operationally, hospitals are struggling to provide emergency and trauma care effectively. Strategies need to improve admissions, discharges, and patient throughput. In parallel, insurance and other payment policies need to reinforce the new service strategies.

What is the evidence?

Relevant literature, together with experience in high-level emergency department care.
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The Rise of the Modern Emergency Department

After World War II, a series of major pieces of legislation facilitated the rapid growth of community hospitals in the United States (1). At their peak in 1975, hospitals across the country contained 1.5 million beds (2). The most recent estimates, by contrast, show fewer than 900,000 hospital beds, even though the nation’s population has grown by 120 percent since the 1940s (3, 4). Better care delivery and changing financial incentives have driven much of this decrease. Hospitals continue to downsize their staff and operations, and even as demand increases, the total number of U.S. Emergency Departments (EDs) continues to fall (5).

The ED has become the de facto multispecialty clinic of this century. The modern ED no longer just serves as the place to sew up wounds or triage and admit patients for more acute care. Sophisticated screening, diagnostic, and therapeutic services occur in and around the ED, resulting in major improvements in stroke, cardiac, and trauma outcomes (6–8). Care that previously would take weeks to deliver can be accomplished within the ED in mere hours. Emergency physicians, clinicians trained in a specialty that is relatively new to medicine, can provide immediate attention to a multitude of traumatic, surgical, medical, and mental health emergencies (9).

In addition to the expansion of services, the ED has become the medical provider of last resort in most communities, serving patients either uninsured or underinsured, as well as insured patients when their personal physicians are unavailable. These patterns of usage have led to a significant increase in demand for ED space, exemplified by the proliferation of “free-standing” Emergency Departments (FSEDs), which are not attached to hospitals (10). The vast majority of FSED patients walk in, rather than arriving by ambulance, and fewer than 5 percent require admission to a hospital, whereas hospital-based EDs admit between 15 and 35 percent of patients (10). The growing popularity of the FSED model indicates a demand not just for emergent care but also for 24/7 availability of many acute and urgent hospital services at the level of an ED.
Overcrowding and Boarding

Even as acute care techniques improve and the expertise of Emergency Medicine providers advances, the modern ED faces persistent operational challenges. Over 90 percent of Emergency Departments report overcrowding at some point during the day, and wait times and lengths of stay are now the preferred, patient-centered metric to evaluate ED care (1). Rather than arising from an insurmountable increase in patients presenting with non-emergent complaints, solvable workflow and structural issues at the hospital level cause most ED overcrowding (1).

The trend toward downsizing hospital staff and operations has led to less effective and often inefficient bed management, which in turn creates logistical complications that can harm patients. Boarding, for example, occurs when a patient lingers on a stretcher in the ED, often in the hallway, despite having been admitted to the hospital (a confirmation of true emergencies) (11). Often a patient is boarded due to a lack of available beds or to processing delays even if a bed is available. Patients who are boarded have longer overall lengths of stay compared with comparable admitted inpatients and, unsurprisingly, report lower overall satisfaction (12, 13).

The health of boarded patients also suffers. In addition to the discomfort of lying on a stretcher for long periods, boarding results in worse patient outcomes, since inpatient nurses and staff often miss these patients even though they have been determined by a physician to need hospital care (1). Studies show that mortality increases along with the duration of ED boarding (14). Moreover, boarding increases the length of stay for all patients, even those in inpatient beds (1). Stroke patients, in particular, have poorer management and outcomes when EDs are crowded, even though overall stroke care and outcomes have improved through the expansion of ED services (15). Without operational and logistical solutions, the biomedical and technological improvements of the 21st century cannot achieve their full potential, and Emergency Medicine providers cannot practice at the height of their training.

In many other industries, such experiences would lead to rapid operational redesign and surge management to minimize harm. Airlines know how to move hundreds of thousands of travelers after major storms; utility companies, too, know how to manage disasters due to weather events (16, 17). In each of these cases, there is a short-term impairment of services that effective leaders resolve. In healthcare, however, boarding and overcrowding are as bad as ever, becoming part of the day-to-day functioning of EDs and the patients that need their services.
This phenomenon is treated as just another inconvenience of being sick, rather than a problem to be solved. That is the puzzle we need to solve in Emergency Department care.

**Emergencies, Non-Emergencies, and the Link to Primary Care**

ED operational challenges require systemic hospital-level solutions, including the effective parsing of emergencies from non-emergencies to improve the experience of patients and providers, and to reduce cost. In particular, expanded primary care access and the proliferation of alternative unscheduled care settings such as urgent care are potential solutions for excess ED usage and crowding. Quite simply, we need to divert non-emergent complaints to an outpatient provider.

As the ED has grown in response to the acute care needs of the population, outpatient medicine often has become less accessible. Because of the immense range of care available at the ED, primary care and specialty physicians feel more comfortable curtailing their after-hours clinical availability and allowing unscheduled and partially worked-up patients to go to the ED (18, 19). One study found that fewer than half of people with a regular source of care reported that their primary care provider (PCP) offered extended hours at night or on weekends. In contrast, people report significantly fewer ED visits and lower unmet medical need rates when they have access to extended PCP hours (20).

A significant amount of non-emergent and less urgent care is provided in the modern Emergency Department (21). The shift from outpatient care to ED care costs more money, distracts highly valued resources to less critical needs, and disrupts the coordination of care that is better delivered by primary care physicians. The current system, however, frequently pushes patients to the ED or expects them to wait days or weeks for an appointment with their PCP.

This mix of non-emergent care in emergent settings is a long recognized problem. For decades, insurance companies have tried demand-side strategies to reduce unnecessary Emergency Department visits. ED copays are common, though in many cases the copay is waived if the patient is admitted to the hospital (22). Most recently, Blue Cross Blue Shield of Georgia announced that it would stop paying for non-emergent ED care, assessed after the fact by the insurance plan (23).
To the casual eye, this strategy makes sense: if the complaint is not an emergency, the patient should wait to seek outpatient care, typically at a lower cost. It seems logical to align member incentives of lower cost to the patient with the desired behavior of avoiding the ED and obtaining care on an outpatient basis from your PCP or specialist. The problem is that patients cannot always be expected to assess their own state of emergency at home.

This is not any easy problem to solve. In many cases, patients evaluated in the ED and triaged to “primary care” treatable diagnoses were later found to have required emergency management (24). For instance, at an initial stage, physicians often struggle to tell the difference between gastrointestinal tract discomfort and more serious and even fatal conditions. If physicians cannot presciently tell who will and will not require life-saving interventions from the complaint, patients should not be expected to evaluate themselves. Financially punishing patients after the fact for not having a heart attack, stroke, or appendicitis only encourages other patients to avoid emergent care until too late.

Operational Solutions and Workflow Interventions
Operational innovations
Despite the challenges, real solutions are possible. Supply-side strategies on the part of the health system can drive improvements to Emergency Department effectiveness and cost reduction. ED workflow solutions break into three potential categories: decreased patient intake, increased patient dismissal, and improved throughput (1).

In strict terms, hospitals could reduce lucrative elective admissions until they achieve a more manageable equilibrium. However, this strategy would have enormous financial consequences for hospitals, which already operate on low single-digit margins and often depend on ED revenue to break even. Hospitals need a financially viable approach.

Decreasing admissions or increasing discharges per se will also not improve crowding. EDs show considerable variation in their rates of admission and lengths of stay, as patients have a wide variety of needs (25, 26). However, increased efforts to reduce hospital crowding by increasing ED discharges may have a paradoxical effect and exacerbate ED crowding. With reduced admissions, patients require more intensive testing and treatments in the ED itself, which results in longer ED stays and worsened ED throughput (25–28). Hospitals need well-designed systems...
to streamline care and direct patients appropriately, rather than just treating patients who should be admitted in the ED or rushing patients out of inpatient beds.

Insurance innovations are beginning to recognize this potential. For frail or elderly people at the end of their acute-care hospital stay, a “flipped discharge” where therapists in an active recovery team assessed the patient at home saved 40,000 bed days in a year and reduced readmissions via the ED at a UK hospital system (29). The flipped discharge also frees inpatient beds and relieves ED overcrowding while improving patient satisfaction. Health plans are evolving to recognize this opportunity, and integrated delivery systems such as Kaiser Permanente are reliably lower-cost due to their attention to patient-centered care delivery.

The third strategy, improved throughput, offers the greatest opportunities. For an immediate and financially viable change, inpatient boarding, where admitted patients wait for beds in inpatient hallways instead of the ED, presents a safer alternative to ED boarding (30). Patients overwhelmingly prefer inpatient boarding, which increases overall patient satisfaction scores and thus potentially a hospital’s ranking and reimbursement (31, 32). The primary obstacle to throughput innovations such as this comes from the lack of alignment between ED quality measures and overall hospital quality measures. Just as EDs measure left-without-being-seen rates and prolonged wait room times as safety risks and failures in care, inpatient hospitals units should measure ED boarding or delays in patients arriving on floor as latent safety risks created by poor inpatient flow (28, 33).

The more challenging long-term solutions involve streamlining care delivery in the ED (27). Posted wait times and ED appointments could reduce stress for patients with less-emergent complaints and facilitate their arrival at lower-demand times. Front-end redesign in the ED, including bedside registration, centralized patient tracking, “zone nursing,” where nurses control a defined area, and non-emergent “fast tracks,” has contributed to operational and patient outcome improvements in EDs that have implemented these strategies (34). Better bed management strategies at the inpatient hospital level, such as hiring a dedicated bed czar, also help alleviate the bottleneck effect that translates to ED crowding, as a crowded hospital cannot help to absorb ED traffic (35).

Other throughput innovations are possible. Providing telephone consultation services, more accessible primary care services (including extended and urgent care hours), and integrated
delivery of health care can also reduce the demand for emergency care while meeting the immediate needs of the population (36). Early evidence suggests that telemedicine can decrease costs, including by reducing ED visits (37). For the truly non-emergent patient, the reassurance from knowing that there is an available consultant may be enough peace of mind (38).

Payment innovations

Throughput innovations such as these will require changes in payment procedures. Current primary care reimbursement schemes do not incentivize these supply-side innovations. ED solutions must include re-crafting the way we pay for primary care, rather than asking physicians and their staff to perform unpaid labor for the good of the system. Public and private insurance plans are beginning to change their models of reimbursement to physicians and hospitals to incentivize higher value care.

These new reimbursement schemes, in turn, are changing practice patterns and care delivery strategies. Emergency clinicians did not go into this field to take care of non-urgent patients—it distracts from their mission to provide immediate attention to acute emergencies. They, too, would prefer that integrated care delivery models are in place to best care for every patient in a timely, high-quality and accessible way. Punitive demand-side strategies could delay life-saving care and harm patients. Instead, supply-side innovation must lead the charge for better and more responsive care delivery, coupled with demand-side strategies that create payment incentives for the operational improvements.
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